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Dirk Dilly is the Dragon Detective. He 
lives in an upstairs flat with his short-
sighted landlady, Mrs Klingerflim. 
When people call The Dragon 
Detective Agency they have no idea 
that the gruff-sounding detective 
actually is a dragon. 

Dirk is looking for a new case and it’s 
down to your class to decide what it is. 

This mystery-making activity is designed for KS2 
pupils. It can be used on its own or to support 
the reading of any one of the four books in my 
Dragon Detective series with your class.

The exercise can be done as a class activity, 
in groups or individually. Lots of idea sharing 
is encouraged. Writing mysteries is all about 
asking questions and answering them. The aim 
is to get pupils generating their own original 
ideas and to produce a plan for the story they 
will go on to write.
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USE THIS VIDEO TO WORK WITH YOUR 
CLASS: bit.ly/3f5BxHY 
Pause the video between each of the 
following steps while the class 
completes them:

 
WHO?
Who is calling Dirk? Is it an adult or a child? Is 
it someone famous? Maybe it’s the Queen? 
Perhaps it is someone pretending to be 
someone else. Or another dragon? Remember, 
you won’t want all of your characters to tell 
the truth if you want to create a mystery that 
the reader (and your detective) will enjoy 
unravelling.

WHAT? 
What is the mystery that Dirk has to solve?  
Has something gone missing? Was it stolen? 
Has someone suddenly vanished? Or maybe 
it’s something more sinister. Really stretch 
your imagination and write down a few ideas 
before picking the best one. And remember 
that a good twisting mystery has more than one 
problem to solve so you may be able to include 
a few of your ideas.

WHERE? 
What is the scene of the crime? Where was 
Dirk’s client calling from? Choosing a specific 
location (such as a school or a library or a public 
swimming pool) will help you identify possible 
suspects. So if it’s a school, then you have 
teachers, teaching assistants, dinner ladies, 
administrative staff & caretakers who will be  
on your list.

WHEN?
The timing of the crime will help you work out 
exactly who did it and it will allow you to cross 
suspects off your list as you discover their alibis 
(that’s the thing which proves that they could 
not be the criminal).

HOW? and WHY?   
These are the real big ones because, once you 
have worked out How (the method) and Why 
(the motive) for the crime, your detective can 
solve the mystery. 

Lots of writers like to know these things before 
they begin writing, but I like to discover it along 
with my detective. It can be scary because it 
means you are writing a story without knowing 
how it ends but I find it more fun. Also, I know 
that I am allowed redraft, edit and rewrite once 
I have discovered the solution—and drop in all 
kinds of clues and red herrings. 

Remember, writing should be fun and I very 
much hope you enjoy writing your mysteries. 

Gareth P Jones
Gareth is the author of a whole load of 
exciting children’s books, including the 
Steampunk Pirates and Pet Defenders series. 
Gareth has been delivering Pop Up Festival 
workshops in school classrooms for many 
years. Find out more about him here:  
www.garethwrites.co.uk
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